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Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Horrible It deserved 0
stars Sales person was useless Never contacted me back like he said. Went to check out
vehicle after discussion with salesman online about the vehicle. Come to find out the car had a
dead battery and they were not planning on replacing it! Needless to say we did not purchase
Volkswagen of St Augustine definitely earned your business promt, friendly, and
knowledgeable. Valuing your time as much as you do. I drove from 2 hours away. I'm just going
say I was very happy to have found a honest dealership and handled everything as
professionals. The dealer was rude and very dry. He responded to my emails quickly but was
rude in the email While trying to get information about the car he walked away. I had a mechanic
look at the car the dealer has it overpriced the dealer told me to take my money elsewhere. The
car is not levelers and the passenger side door is replaced with duck tape to mimic the leather
that should be there. Very unprofessional I will not recommend anyone. Customer service is key
and these people are money hungry. Wasn't able to get there fast enough. Nevertheless
everyone was very helpful and quickly responded to my questions. Poor presentation of the car.
Jeffries never contact me, I had to go to his location which was 30 miles away just to be
dissatisfied with his product. The price was when I messaged them, and they immediately
raised the price to That's rediculos. I called Paul to check that the car was still available, made
an appointment to come see it the same week. I was able to test drive the car as well as bring it
to a mechanic for inspection prior to buying. When the inspection checked out, Paul gave me a
suggestion for a financing company. The price of the car was fair, overall great condition and
would pass state inspection. I would recommend this dealer. I purchased a car from Souther Cal
Auto House over a month ago. It has been the best vehicle purchase experience I have had.
First, the process was great, the car has driven perfectly for thousands of miles and is better
than advertised. Most importantly, Ali is a genuine and caring person who went out of his way
for me, unsolicited, out of sheer kindness. I cannot recommend this dealer enough. Thank you
so much for the great vehicle and a lot more. Best, EG. Thanks so much for the great car. Ended
up buying the car from them. They also put in emission test and new battery if needed as the
battery was dead when we arrived. They were super friendly and very easy to work with. Quick
sale. Best experience we have in the 4 days of car shopping in Phoenix. These guys rock! We
bought the van, it broke down a few miles later. They had a flatbed there in 20 minutes. Took it
back to their shop, called me the next morning and repaired it at no cost! I definitely recommend
them! Photo's of the vehicle were very good, however, when we went to look at the vehicle, in
which we gave them a notice in advance the vehicle was not cleaned. The mileage was actually
not correct as to the website. The dealers were very friendly, and they worked with us in order
to sell us the vehicle. I would recommend them to someone that is looking for a used vehicle. In
fees imaginary fees. Sam was very helpful in working with me. The dealership let an
independent mechanic evaluate the vehicle, it checked out great, and it is now my daughter's
first car. Thanks for all of your assistance! The vehicle was ready and clean for my test drive
when I arrived. Everything went without a hitch. I came back the next day to buy the vehicle and
all the paper work was ready and waiting. I'm pleased with this vehicle and have had no
problems at all. The dealer contacted me early the next business day. Although the car sold that
day I was contacted and updated. Great correspondence. Zena response was helpful,quick and
very professional but lost out on the deal by appointment 1st come 1st serve. Very polite and
courteous salesman.. I did not purchase here but would recommend them to all.. After asking
for finance,informed half down and six months to paid off balance. Offer ten percent down and
oayment around two hundred a month,jt appeared they did not wish to sale to me. We'll help
you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll
provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million
shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when
it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're
ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission,
trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see
cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help
with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide.
Best deals first. CarGurus User. So very excited and fun to drive. The S 4Matic has well
engineered features and represents good value with a v-8 engine, which is missing in later
model Mercedes short of the AMG version. Love the car and the features. Why Use CarGurus?
Tally all the engine possibilities and it's accurate to say that Mercedes-Benz currently
offersâ€”whoa! Ask the average schmo on the street to name the most famous, and he might
say, "McCambridge," or he might say, "Gullwing," but he'll probably say, "S-class. For , the
S-class lineup has been simplified. No more short- and long-wheelbase cars, just the Highs:
Blitzkrieg acceleration, seats fit for a CEO, as quiet as a dead church mouse. Apart from the S's

swollen fender haunches-reminiscent of those hockey-puck shoulder pads that Larry King jams
into his suits-what you notice first about this car is its seats. They're sumptuous without being
saggy and offer way "multicontour" adjustments that can even change the distance the cushion
extends beneath your thighs, and there are optional multilevel fans blowing cold or hot winds
up your keister, and there are side bolsters that suddenly stiffen in reaction to cornering forces,
and there are center lumbar chambers that expand and contract to change your position twice
per minute, and there's even a vigorous Magic Fingers option that feels like small pine logs
rolling slowly down the sluiceway that is your spine. We drove this S from Manhattan to Ann
Arbor, stopping only to replenish Lows: Resolute understeerer, fiddly switchgear, more
electronics than Circuit City. In the past, Mercedes expended a moderate load of warm air
hyping its SOHC three-valve-per-cylinder V-8s but now has fast-forwarded to the world of
twin-cam four-valvers, with superlative results. This new variable-valve-timing V-8 purrs out
horses at rpm but stockpiles all pound-feet of its peak torque right there on the bottom shelf,
ever accessible from to rpm. The engine is as smooth as a poetry major on Ambienâ€”more
than once we tried to start the bugger while it was running. Unlike your average poet, however,
it is practically mute. In fact, the S is quieter at idle, at full throttle, and at a mph cruise than a
Bentley Continental GT and is exactly as quiet at 70 mph as that perennial exemplar of soporific
tranquillity, the Lexus LS Which somehow makes the S's accelerative thrustâ€”right on the city
limits of hot roddomâ€”all the more thrilling. Apply a little brake torque and you can paint five
unholy feet of Continental rubber on the deck. The S legs it to 60 mph in 5. The Archive: The
best S-class ever, as your chauffeur will surely confirm. What we have here no long qualifies to
be just a car anymore. It's something Call it a freeway module. Or a highway capsule. You just
cannot make a car ride any more smoothly, any more comfortably, any more cozily, any more
warm and fuzzily. Game over. So what will Mercedes do with the next generation S-class, since
its ride is all improved-out? Possibly add more services and edges covered in fur? A
coffeemaker? Or more dashboard buttons? There are eight involving the radio, which I am
afraid of since I can't find the on switch. It's a stupendous thing, whatever it is. BMW started the
revolution with its iDrive single-knob control system, and others have tried their own approach.
All have been complicated and annoying to use, up until now. I hopped in the car and, without
an owner's manual, had everything programmed and preset to my liking in 10 minutes. No
cursing or tantrums, no having to look up stuff. I'm not smitten with the exterior stylingâ€”the
heavily flared wheel arches are a bit over the top--but everything else about the S makes it a
perfect 10 on my scorecard. By objective measures, this S is a fabulous car. It easily runs the
quarter in the 13s. It corners and stops like a sports car. Its suspension smothers bumps. And
the big Mercedes is supremely quiet and comfortable. I'll even allow that the Mercedes version
of the grand German control knob works better than any that came before it. But somehow, the
car still fails to make my mouth water. Perhaps I'm put off by the overly styled sheetmetal,
which lacks the grace of its predecessor. I'm also not taken with the synthetic feel in the major
driving controls and the electronics-heavy interior. Even in a luxury sedan, I'd like more driver
involvement. For one thing, we don't have enough pages. But it does strike us as risky to force
the average S-class owner--he is, after all, 61 years old--to corral the cognitive courage
necessary to wend his way, via an aluminum mouse, through approximately as many computer
programs as are required to launch an ICBM from the USS Alaska. To summon music, for
instance, you must:. Tilt the mouse forward to get to the top of the computer screen's main
menu. Twist the mouse left or right to place the cursor on "Audio. Push the mouse straight
down to say, "Yes, I do want to view the audio menu. Poke the mouse straight down to select
the mode you desire. Twirl the mouse left or right , now that an FM radio dial has magically
appeared, to advance from channel to channel. Note: You're in seek mode only. If you wish to
listen to weak stations, prepare to start all over again. Direct your attention away from the
computer and away from the mouse and to the top-right spoke of the steering wheel, where a
five-function rubber pad the size of a silver dollar will allow you to hear the station y
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ou've so diligently pursued. Should that prove too complex, direct your attention to a small
knurled wheel on the passenger side of the center console, where volume can alternately be
adjusted. Up, down, sideways. Twist, turn, poke. Hands for some functions, fingers for others,
eyes continuously scanning the steering wheel, dash, screen, and center console. Exactly
where is the radio? It's everywhere. And nowhere. Of course. Just not today. New Cars. Buyer's
Guide. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. The Best Sedans of Best EVs and
Hybrids of Best Pickup Trucks of Best Minivans and Vans of Best Station Wagons of View
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